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Social distancing rule flouted by Republicans
The following letter appeared in today’s ‘Belfast Newsletter’.
It is a response to the recent reports of Republicans flouting the ‘social distancing’ that all are supposed to
adhere to when attending funerals. (See news report here)
The letter should be read carefully by all Unionists. It highlights how our future and our liberties were sold
into Republican hands. It really is time that Unionists saw the betrayal that was wrought twenty-two years
ago when we weres sold out for a ‘mess of political pottage’!!
The fiasco that is Stormont today is illustrative of the total emptiness of the “Belfast Agreement” and its
update, “The St Andrews Agreement”. The latter gave birth to today’s power-sharing, when the DUP, deceitfully and that for their own political and monetary gains, entered into power-sharing with Sinn Fein/IRA.

No wonder we see flouting of rules at SF burial – 22 years ago we told republicans rules don’t apply to
them
Twenty-two years ago yesterday the Belfast Agreement was signed. I was reminded of this fact by a
number of “impartial” journalists who tweeted about it in gushing terms.
One noted: “22 years ago today, an attempt was made to solve another life & death crisis. The ‘Good
Friday Agreement’ was signed.”
As someone opposed to the process it was a reminder of the bias in the media. It also got me thinking of
the link between events 22 years ago and what happened this week. The process has repeatedly taught
republicans that normal rules do not apply to them. Republicans didn’t like the police. So the police had
to change.
Republicans didn’t like the fact that they could be brought before the courts. So OTR letters had to be
issued denying many innocents justice.Republicans didn’t like the democratic will of the people. So democracy had to be changed so as to guarantee them a place in government for ever. Republicans didn’t
like Paul Quinn. So he – like Robert McCartney and Kevin McGuigan – had to die without any political or
legal consequences for those responsible.
In light of all the above couldn’t one be forgiven for thinking the Good Friday Agreement, and the process
it spawned, goes a long way to explaining why republicans at the funeral of Francie McNally (pictured)
ignored laws brought in to solve our current “life and death crisis”? Other families might well have to
forgo normal funerals. But the lesson of 1998 is that laws don’t apply to republicans.
Samuel Morrison,
TUV, Dromore Co Down.
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